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Position Budgeting 

 
The purpose of the Position Budgeting module within the BFA is to create a personal services budget 

for the next fiscal year that is based on existing information c o l l e c t e d  from PeopleSoft, 

Payroll systems, and other sources. The data is imported into the BFA. 

 

The following is a typical view of the BFA position budgeting screen that the agencies will use: 

 

  
 

Position budgeting allows users to view summarized data on salary and fringe expenses for the 

current fiscal year by position. These amounts are used in determining the next fiscal year budget 

amount for each position / employee. The appropriate data is summarized by various values and 

loaded into the main table detailed budget line component. Position budgeting provides the District 

a means to better account for personal services budgets and expenses. District agencies are 

required to use Position Budgeting. 

 

As a result of the growing emphasis on reviewing and managing personal services, the District now 

has two sources of publishing position data. The first is current positions that can be reported from 

PeopleSoft. The second is projected budget positions that can be reported from the BFA. Changes 

made in the BFA do not migrate back to PeopleSoft. Once the Budget is approved by 

Council, Agencies should begin entering position information from the BFA into 

PeopleSoft.  

 

 

Position Budgeting Data – 

includes PeopleSoft based 

position information. 

Position Title and Number – Agency financial staff 

may sort positions using this field, typically starting 

with the last four digits of the Position Number. 

Budget Detail Data – 

includes SOAR-based data 

distribution and comments to 

describe the position. 
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Position and Salary Data  
 

Agency position data should be reviewed by agency financial staff, with changes made to PeopleSoft 

prior to the uploading of positions into the BFA. This process is called an extract. All unfunded 

positions must be removed from every agency budget request. Requests to change salaries must be in 

accordance with approved pay plans effective October 1st. Changes made after the extract and the 

agency budget submission will not be included. Agencies would need to request these positions be 

added as a program enhancement. 

  

Fringe benefit rate are calculated using historical trends. If the agency budget changes dramatically 

or if the calculated rate is below or exceeds the amount needed, please contact your OBP analyst. 

Changes must be submitted to and approved by your OBP Analyst. Please see the Position Budgeting 

section for more information on how to modify or create positions. 

 

The BFA uses position data from the PeopleSoft system. Please note that the submitting Schedule-

A data into the PeopleSoft system typically occurs in September. Each position that is active in 

PeopleSoft file has been transferred to the BFA position budgeting form.  The positions will be 

listed primarily by position number. Agencies have the ability to edit, add, and inactivate any position 

within the application. Please note that changes made in the BFA position budgeting form will 

not be reflected at any time in the PeopleSoft a pplication. All position changes must be made 

manually in the PeopleSoft file at the appropriate future time. 

 

The process of transferring data from PeopleSoft to the BFA is called an extraction and includes 

the following information: 
 

 

1. Position Number – This the PeopleSoft 8-digit number  

a. Correct: “00005478” 

b. Incorrect “5478” (this position will not migrate successfully to the BFA). 
 

2. Distribution – The distribution must add up to 100 percent for every position. The value 

entered should be a percentage. Please limit the allocation of positions across an agency 

to 20 percent as this may create calculation errors within the BFA. The position percentage 

can allocated utilizing up to 2.0 decimal places. 

 

3. Organizational Code – This value is case sensitive. This value has to match exactly what 

is defined in SOAR. 

 

4. Program Code - This value is case sensitive.  This value has to match exactly what is 

defined in SOAR. 

 

Once the PeopleSoft data is extracted, all changes to an agency’s personal services budget must be 

made through the appropriate position budgeting web forms in the BFA. After the extraction occurs, 

PeopleSoft data cannot be reloaded into the position budget webform without deleting personnel 

structures already present.  
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Position data will produce the budget for object classes 11, 12, and 14. Agencies can use the 

comptroller objects in object class 13 to add additional personal services budgets such as merit 

increases and other items. Please contact your OBP analysts if you wish to make these changes. 

 

Salary data like step increases, which are based on employee hiring dates in the PeopleSoft system, 

are automatically included in the webforms; however, no additional budget authority has been 

allocated for step increases, agencies must absorb these costs. 

 

Agency may use the Additional Gross Pay web form for pay items such as Overtime, Shift 

Differential, and Terminal leave. These items are tied to base pay, and if the volume of use is projected 

as constant, approved base pay raises included in the agency’s OCA Target should be reflected in 

these object classes. 

  

The position type for the last two years is adjusted to reflect expenditures for personnel costs for 

District employees.   The most commonly used terms in personal services include: 

 
1. Full-time equivalent (FTE): An FTE represents 2,080 hours of paid service per annum for 

a position. For example, several part-time employees may add up to one FTE. In general, 

a full-time permanent employee represents 1.0 FTE; part-time employees represent 

partial FTEs depending on the number of hours worked as a percentage of 2,080 hours. The 

sum of FTEs for part-time employees against one position number should never 

exceed 1.0 FTE. 

 

2. Position Status: District positions, not the employees, are either Union-eligible or Non-

Union and either Active or Inactive. Union-eligible positions are affected by collective 

bargaining agreements that determine pay rates, working conditions, and employer paid 

benefits for union employees. Non-union positions are governed by various personnel 

policies and regulations of their hiring entities as set by the Mayor and District Council. 

Some District agencies have independent personnel authority. Active positions are those 

impacting an agency’s budget submission.  
 

3. Inactive positions should be inactivated in both PeopleSoft and the agency’s personal 

services web forms in the BFA.  
 

4. Unfunded positions: If OBP determines that positions exist in an agency without funding, 

those positions will be inactivated or removed. Agencies should request a program 

enhancement to fund these positions. 
 

5. New Positions: Agencies may wish to reallocate funding within their budgeted to cover the 

cost of new positions. As the funding for these positions may have an impact in subsequent 

fiscal years, OBF approval is required in writing. If OBP determines that the positions are 

not approved, they will be removed from the budget. 
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Within the District’s budget, Personal Services include the following Comptroller Source Groups 

(Object Classes): 

 
1. Object Class 11, Regular Pay—Continuing Full Time: the salary of all permanent full- 

time employees. Because this object class is the primary cost driver for most agencies, it is 

important that the FTEs are properly accounted for. 

 
2. Object Class 12, Regular Pay—Other: the salary for temporary employees, comprised of: 

 

a. Term appointments (hired for a set period of time, such as 12 months or less); and 

b. “When actually employed” (WAE) or per diem appointments (employees called to 

work as the need arises). 

 
Unless otherwise approved, grant-funded employees must be budgeted in this category since 

recurring grant funding is not assured. 

 
3. Object Class 13, Additional Gross Pay: For all additional pay to employees other 

than salary but not overtime.  Examples of this type of compensation include: 

 

a. Shift differential (extra hourly pay for night shift work); 

b. Premium pay for holidays and weekends; 

c. Special awards and bonuses; and 

d. Severance pay. 

 

The BFA forms include the full list of additional gross pay categories. It is important to consider 

the impact of agency retirement or realignment actions to properly budget for severance pay, 

which is a payout to employees who retire, resign, or are impacted by a reduction-in-force actions. 

 

Funds used to support categories of  special awards pay or bonus pay as required in the "Bonus 

and Special Pay Limitation Act of 2010", Section 1142, Bonus and special pay limitations must 

be approved by the OCA. However, the OCA may place new restrictions or requirements on agencies 

seeking to budget in these areas. 

 

Those agencies under the authority of the legislature and certain independent agencies have the 

authority to provide bonus pay. 

 

4. Object Class 14 Object Class 14, Fringe Benefits: For the cost of benefits for personnel. 

Examples include: 

 

a. Health insurance; 

b. Life insurance; and 

c. Employer paid portion of FICA (Social Security/Medicare). 
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Fringe Benefits costs are automatically calculated in the BFA forms based on historical and estimated 

factors, as well as feedback from ACFOs and their staffs.  The following components are the two 

largest contributors for this cost: 

 
• Retirement Benefits - Retirement benefit costs have historically comprise as much as 50 

percent of the Fringe Benefits costs for District workers. Retirement benefits also include the 

impact of Pension and Matching Retirement contributions.  
 

 

• Health Care Benefits - Historically, health care costs reflected incremental changes in 

industry data and current estimates for the year-over-year growth for each agency. 

 
Current fringe rates are based the average expenditure rate for the last three years, adjusted to 

reflect the known rate of increase for the two benefit components described above. As the fringe rate 

is an estimate, it may overstate or understate actual costs. If the agency fringe rate is incorrect, please 

contact your OBP analysts. 

 

5. Object Class 15, Overtime: All overtime costs are charged to Object 133 in this 

object class. Overtime budgeting data is  entered or modified in the Additional 

Gross Pay webform. As overtime is typically based on a base salary rate, any increase 

in salary will result in a corresponding increase in overtime if the number of hours of 

overtime is proportional. Some agencies have overtime cos t s  that a re  largely non-

discretionary such as court appearances, minimum staffing levels, etc., and it is important 

to ensure that overtime is properly budgeted given any adjustment to the base pay rate. 
 
 

Although the BFA position budgeting form is pre-populated with information from PeopleSoft, it is 

the responsibility of the agency to make sure the attributes of the positions and the funding sources 

are correct. If the funding stream does not match the S O A R  structures, then the agency must 

create the proper structures. 
 

Vacancy Savings 
 
Vacancy savings is the difference between 

the full-appropriated cost and the actual cost 

of authorized employee positions during a 

budget period.  Most District agencies 

should reflect a vacancy savings factor in 

their budgets in recognition of the fact that 

employee turnover and position vacancies 

often result in personal services 

expenditures lower than the amounts 

appropriated. Position savings result from a 

number of circumstances, including hiring 

delays, attrition, and savings from the filling 

of vacancies at a lower costs.  

 

 

Number of FTE(s) Vacancy Savings Rate 

0-30 0.0% 

31-100 1.0% 

101-500 2.0% 

501-1000 3.0% 

1001 and greater 5.0% 
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Agencies will apply a vacancy savings rate in the Budget Formulation Application under the Agency 

Request scenario for the Local Funds budget as a planning tool to help determine how to best allocate 

operational resources. While not necessarily indicative of future vacancy savings, a standardized rate 

will provide insight for policy makers. 

 

 

Agencies may discuss its concerns with OBP regarding the rate and request an appeal. Once a final 

rate is determined after that appeal, OCFO agency staff will apply the rate to their proposed personal 

services budget for Local funds in the BFA.  The proposed budget will be submitted under the Agency 

Request scenario to the OBP analyst, who will then approve or reject the budget within the OBP 

Analyst Review scenario.  If OBP rejects the appeal, the agency must submit at the OBP vacancy 

rate. 

 


